
Scarlet Design’s 

STEP BY STEPS GUIDE TO CREATIVITY

GIFT CARD HOLDER

Instructions:

1) Begin by cutting a 12” x 12” sheet of Daffodil Delight paper in half to 6” x 12”.  Score this sheet of paper into three equal

parts measuring 4” x 6”.   From this sheet cut a 1/2” x 12” piece off of the edge.  Using the Eyelet Border Punch, punch the 

1/2” x 12” piece of Daffodil Delight paper.
2) Fold the card at the score marks into a Z-shaped form. The middle and right-hand panels should be tucked behind the left 

which is the front of your card.
3) From the Pocketful of Posies Designer Series Paper, select two patterns that you will use for the inside pockets.  Cut a 

piece of paper from each design to measure 2 1/2” x 4”.  Apply Sticky Strip to the sides and bottom of the back of the 

patterned paper.
4) Starting with the right panel, set the patterned paper with the Sticky Strip still attached on the card and fold the card 

closed.  You want to get an idea of where the paper will lie when the card is folded closed.  If you push the paper too close
to the scored line you will get a wrinkle in the paper when you close the card.  Once you have the best spot located to lay 

the paper down, remove the Sticky Strip and attach to the card.  If the patterned paper shows along the edge when you fold 

the card closed you can always trim it later.
5) Next do the same with the center panel of the card, working from the right side of the center panel to the left so that you 

can easily trim this section as well when the card is folded closed.  Again make sure that the patterned paper lies flat in the 

card before you apply it with the Sticky Strip.
6) Using Snail Adhesive, attach the punched Eyelet Border paper to the front of the card, just at the top of the pockets of 

patterned paper.  Be sure to not put this paper past the top of the pockets or you won’t be able to open them later.
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What you Need: 

ITEM # Description

124275 Daffodil Delight 12” x 12” Smooth Card Stock

100730 Whisper White 8 1/2” x 11” Smooth Card Stock

122354 Pocketful of Posies Designer Series Paper

117273 Antique Brads

119853 Eyelet Border Punch

**See Back For Recommended Tools

121899 W
121958 C

Bring on the Cake Stamp Set

115658 Rich Razzleberry Classic Stampin’ Pad

119263 1/2” Stitched Poly Ribbon - Poppy Parade
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Select the patterned paper that you would like to use and 
decide where on the card you’d like to use each one.

Once you have cut the paper for the pockets, apply 
Sticky Strip to the sides and bottom only.

Before attaching the paper to the card, make sure it 
doesn’t wrinkle when you close the card.

If the paper hangs over the edge after you attach it to the 
card, simply trim it back to the edge.

After you have attached both pockets to the card, lay the 
Eyelet border across the top of each pocket.

Rim the edges of the paper with ink by rubbing them 
directly on the ink pad.  Do the same for the insert card.

7) To create the first layer for the front of the card, cut a new piece of patterned paper to 3 1/4” x 2 1/4”.  Cut the next layer 

of patterned paper to 3” x 2”.  Cut a piece of Whisper White paper to 2 1/2” x 1 1/2” and stamp the “Wish Big” image on it 
in Rich Razzleberry ink.  If necessary, use a stamp positioner such as a Stamp-a-ma-jig to center the image on the paper.

8) Attach the bottom two layers together and attach the stamped image on top of the layers using four Stampin’ Dimensionals.  
Then attach all three layers to the front of the card, centered over the Eyelet Border strip.

9) Attach a Antique Brad to the front of the card just to the left of the layered pieces.

10) Cut a piece of Whisper White paper to 3” x 4”.  Using the Rich Razzleberry Ink, stamp “wishing you a wonderful day” at the 
top of the paper and rim the edges with the ink.

11) Fold a 3” piece of ribbon in half and staple to the top of the insert card.

12) Clean all of your stamps with Stampin’ Mist and a Stampin’ Scrub.



Additional Supplies Recommended:

ITEM # Description ITEM# Description

104294 Sticky Strip 104152 Paper Trimmer with Scoring Blade

104331 Snail Adhesive Refill 102642 Stampin’ Scrub

104430 Stampin’ Dimensionals 102394 Stampin’ Mist

103579 Paper Snips 101049 Stamp-a-ma-jig

Order Any Of These Products and Supplies Now:

www.jessicacone.stampinup.net
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